
WELCOME
CARDANO SOUTH FLORIDA ZOOM MEETUP



K=500
WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW & WHY YOU SHOULD CARE



Hassan Michael

❑ CSF Meetup organizer

❑ Cardano evangelist & enthusiast

❑ Cryptocurrency & Blockchain Analyst

❑ Experienced software developer 

❑ Graduated Florida International University

❑ Earned several blockchain certificates

❑ Blockchain entrepreneur

❑ DApp360 (D360) Stake Pool Operator

❑ Originally from Liberia, West Africa

CONTACTS

❑ Telegram: @DAPP360_MIKE

❑ Twitter: @DAPP360_MIKE 

❑ Email: HMICHAEL@DAPP360.CO



Matthew Consolo

❑ CSF Meetup co-organizer

❑ Cardano enthusiast & entrepreneur

❑ Experienced DevOps engineer

❑ DApp360 (D360) stake pool operator

❑ South Florida resident

CONTACTS

❑ Telegram:      @DEADPOOL217 

❑ Twitter: @MATTHEW_CONSOLO

❑ Email: MCONSOLO@DAPP360.CO



Taryn Koshelnik

❑ CSF Meetup co-organizer

❑ DApp360 Marketing & Relationship Manager

❑ Former consultant – Unilever, Bacardi, P&G, etc. 

❑ Experienced Project manager & Business Admin 

❑ Event coordinator & Organization support  

❑ Founding member of multiple companies

❑ DApp360 (D360) Stake Pool Team member

❑ From South Africa, now resides in South Florida

CONTACTS

❑ Email: TARYN@DAPP360.CO



Cardano South Florida (CSF) 

INTRO

➢ A South Florida based and operated Cardano community 

➢ Started in 2018 with just 2 members at the first meetup

➢ There are currently 208 members in CSF Meetup community

GOALS

➢ Nurture individuals who are interested in the Cardano ecosystem

➢ Foster the growth and adaption of Cardano blockchain and ADA 

➢ Grow CSF to a 500 member community by December 2021

➢ Provide an anchor point for everything Cardano in South Florida

MEMBERS BENEFITS

➢ Provide CSF members with Cardano subject matter experts

➢ Locally host exclusive social and networking events for crypto

➢ Provide learning and educational resources exclusively on Cardano



Event’s Goal 

1. Prevent delegates from losing dividend yield (rewards)

2. Enable you, the delegate, to better decentralize the network

3. Provide you with insightful understanding of the K parameter



Agenda

I. What is K

II. How the K parameter works

III. Why increase K from 150 to 500

IV. “K = 500” effects on stake pool

V. “K = 500” effects on your dividend yield

VI. Should you re-delegate your stake

VII. Stake re-delegation deadline

VIII. Question & Answers 



What is K?



Source of Information
Paper Name: 
Reward Sharing Schemes for Stake Pools

Url:
https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1807/1807.11218.pdf

https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1807/1807.11218.pdf


K is a variable

❖ Mathematically – different numbers can be substituted for value of k

example: K is currently 150. 

K will be 500 on December 6, 2020

K will be 1000 probably by the end of March, 2021

K is Parameter

❖ A place holder variable that passes value to a function

❖ As a parameter, K is not isolated. It is part of an important function

This important function is the “Reward Function”

What is K used for and what does it represent 

❖ K variable (number) represents “the desired number of stake pool” 

❖ K is used “to fined-tuned two desirable properties”

– decentralization and fairness. 

What Is The K Parameter



CALCULATE SATURATION USING K (A SIMPLIFIED VERSION)

The components:

▪ K – the number of “desired” stake pool (desired implies Saturated pools)

▪ TS – total “circulating” supply of ADA.  (circulating not maximum)

▪ Saturation = TS / K

Examples

❖ 150 Desired Stake Pools
I.    K = 150
II.   TS = 31,700,000,000    *Constantly changing*
III.  Saturation = TS / K  (1,700,000,00 / 150 = 211,333,333)
IV. 1/k = 211,333,333 stake is saturation

❖ 500 Desired Stake Pools
I.  K = 500
II. TS = 31,700,000,000 
III. Saturation = TS / K  (31,700,000,00 / 500 = 63,400,000)
IV. 1/k = 63,400,000 stake is saturation

How The K value works



Why Increase K from 150 to 500

TO FINE TUNE MORE DECENTRALIZATION & FAIRNESS FOR CARDANO

➢ Increase decentralization

i. Direct power, authority, etc. from a few to many

ii.   To allow more pool to be easily saturated

iii.  Because SPOs (like me) have been complaining of unfairness

➢ Promote more fairness

i. Recalculate the reward function for better reward sharing

ii.   Allow more stake pools to participate in block production

iii.  Allow stake to flow from larger stake pools to smaller stake pools

iii.  Reduce saturation point from 210 million to 64 million
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